
DEUCES
All bikes in pairs 6” apart at centerline. Spacing is normally 30” but may be changed 
by routine.  Squad 1 is responsible for setting distance and straight line, Squad 2 cov-
ers their mirror, also keeping their line straight.



FLARE IN

FLARE 
OUT



STAGGERED FORMATION
All bikes spread at centerline. Spacing is 30” behind the bike across the centerline in 
front of you.



RACETRACK TURN
From the outside edge of the pad, one squad turns inside the other, passing very close-
ly. The leader will call which squad is inside based on the position needed for the next 
maneuver. Normally  done  at 30”.

TEARDROP TURN
Circle back, dividing your circle across the centerline.



WEDGE

CLOSED WEDGE



DIAMONDS



INDIVIDUAL OUTSIDE
CIRCLES
All bikes do an independent outside circle to 25’ at the same time. This is normally 
done at 30” spacing, but will be done from Staggered formation for CONFUSION.



INSIDE CIRCLES
All bikes do an independent circle ACROSS THE CENTERLINE’ at the same time.
Guide on your lead bike. Return to the side you started on. This maneuver is done 
from a Staggered formation, and is mostly used in CONFUSION.

NOTE:  CONFUSION is a series with Outside Circles fol-
lowed by an Inside Circles, or vice versa, done quickly in 
one pass down the pad.



MATCHING WHEELS
Normally single fi le.

OR

OVERLAPPING 
CIRCLES

INTERLOCKING 
CIRCLES

2’ over the X
Done from Staggered formation



CLOVERLEAF
Basically a Figure 8 on opposite sides of the centerline. It starts as a Flare In.

45 degree (In or Out)
Team should be parallel to centerline.



FRONT TO REAR
The lead bike will break left or right - normally right on the fi rst one - the second bike will continue
forward to the same spot and break in the opposite direction. Each succeeding bike will alternate 
directions and maintain their distance behind the bike who turns previously in the same direction.
As the bikes return to center, they will fall back into single fi le at 30”, having maintained the space 
between so the opposite side bike returning will fi t.   It works like a Figure 8.


